Run # 2163
Birthday Boys Run – Stafford Tavern
Hares : Hand Job and Minder

This goes to show how dedicated Minder is! cutting short his world tour just to keep the
tradition of setting his annual birthday run with Handjob.
The pack gather in the carpark and the usual verbal dribble and bullshit was exchanged by all
who ventured out on this cool night. Scruffy amused the gathering with his wit and antidotes
while Wasta demanded Craft to move his car as it was reserved for BMWs only. Craft replied
with some form of Kiwi salute.
The GM asked himself to explain what was installed for the pack before ushering them down
towards the Kedron Brook bike way. The Pack was led by Catgut turning right along the
pathway only to find the first CB. This cause a bumper to bumper pile up of hash sheep until
Even Optus led the pack back to a two way at the footbridge. JC and Royal Screw went right
across the bridge while the expert trail sniffer Even Optus found the trail in the opposite
direction. Chips, carrying a new injury from his training for the Brisbane marathon (actually
he was setting the stage for DNF just in case he hit the wall)
The trail meandered Hickey Park coming out on to Stafford Road. Mu was a bit lost at this
stage as he couldn’t find any Indonesians to show him a good time! The pack headed across
Stafford Road past Padua College up Goodall Street to Strathmore street. Miles calling on on
(a first) and led the pack around Rayview street back towards Webster road. Here confusion
reigned supreme so most of the pack including Irish headed back down Webster road to the
Stafford Tavern.

The circle was held in the adjoining car park so the publican wouldn’t be upset. Mu stood in
for the Monk and advised the pack of his desertion to Indonesia to take up his new role as
advisor to the president on “sweet sugary things”. Scruffy was quickly berated for talking in
the circle and whilst sitting on the ice was accused of knocking off the Whine Masters hat at
the Over Sixties Lunch. Not a bad start for a new inductee!!
Anyway Scruffy was knighted SOTW as there there were no other candidates.
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Shitbags having a beer with his hash mates

Mu has a farewell drink

What is that fluid dribbling under them?

Chips making a late bid for SOTW

